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DRAW BAMBI IN 7 STEPS

The following should be done in pencil.
Step 1. Draw a very simple oval, then add
a center line vertically and horizontally to
establish Bambi’s eye-line. Establish the main
direction of Bambi’s body by gently drawing a
long, loose “S” shape.
Step 2. Draw a small oval to establish
Bambi’s chest. Draw another oval horizontally,
to establish the rear of his body.
Step 3. Add Bambi’s legs. As a young fawn,
he has long, skinny legs. Follow the “S” line
to establish Bambi’s hind legs which will reach
out in an upside-down “V” shape.
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Step 4. Indicate where Bambi’s ears are by

drawing a sharp oval and a triangle shape. Add
Bambi’s tail in the shape of a small banana.
Step 5. Now add detail to Bambi’s face by
defining his small nose, his muzzle and his
eyes.
Step 6. Refine Bambi’s ears. Add details to
his eyes. Establish Bambi’s chest. Add a bit of
fur all around.
Step 7. Finally, add the details which will
complete Bambi such as defining his spots
and fluff-up his fur a bit. Don’t forget to add his
hooves, then shade in his eyes and darken his
nose.
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DRAW THUMPER IN 7 STEPS
Step 1 » Draw an oval shape to establish

Thumper’s head.» Draw two crossing lines to
indicate his eyeline to the right. » Add a simple
curve to show his body placement.
Step 2 » Add Thumper’s body in the shape
of a large peanut. » Add the center line for
dimension.
Step 3 » Indicate Thumper’s fluffy chest with
a small oval.
Step 4 » Add Thumper’s arms, both right and
left, starting with his shoulder and elbow. » His
paws will be pointing towards his tummy.
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Step 5 » Add Thumper’s legs by establishing

where his knees would be. » Then shape his
feet. » Add Thumper’s tail with a simple circle.
Step 6 » Add expressions and facial features
by adding his nose and muzzle. » Expand
Thumper’s cheeks and add his mouth - don’t
forget his tooth. » Add eyes, lashes and
eyebrows. » Then, establish his floppy ears and
fluff up his cheeks.
Step 7 » Color in Thumper’s tongue.» Fluff up
his fur throughout his tail and chest. » Indicate
his toes and finish any remaining details.
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